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Welcome to our 11new image" ·newsletter. I mentioned in a previous issue 
.that I was seeking designs for the front page and I will in this regard, 
extend thanks to Dick Langford who played a significant part in producing 
the artwork. · 

1his design was chosen because I felt it best suited our needs at this 
stage of development, however, as time moves on and editors/formats 
change, we may well see entirely different front · pages appear. 

Before leaving this matter, I also offer a vote of appreciation to 
Dennis Lord who presented a proposed logo for consideration. A close study 
of the artwork reveals the extent of effort and time expended by Dennis in 
developing the end result. 

At this stage, I felt that we could not use the design because the 
necessary reduction would have obliterated nruch of the detail. However; 
a future larger format may well accommodate same or indeed, as some com
mittee members pointed out, it could be developed into a coat of arms to 
be suitably mounted in the new club house. 

I have enclosed a copy (reduced size) of Dennis' work and your comments 
will be welcome. Thanks Dennis. 

NEW CCM-1ITIEE 

As you are no doubt aware, the Annual General Meeting was held in March 
and a new Conrni ttee was elected. The results were as follows: 

EXEClITIVE 

President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 

MEMBERS OF CClvMITIEE 

BILL MARSHALL 
IXJJG BAKER. 
LINDSAY ADAMS 
BILL COOPER 

Peter Goddard, Dick Langford, Steve Reeves, Dennis Lord and Jim Crawford. 

Congratulations to all concerned - let's hope we continue to deliver 
horses without humps! 
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PERSONAL NOTES 

Most members will know that Steve Reeves was finally shunted into the 
married siding earlier this year. New wife, Niken, caught up with him at 
the buffer stops after he searched in vain for the catch points. 

Congratulations to both of you from all members of the N.D.M.E.S. 

In conclusion, I understand that Steve broke his regulator rod at the 
AMRA exhibition causing a rapid cessation of steaming. All is not lost, 
however, as I have it on good authority that Steve and Niken will have 
a new junior fireman on the footplate early next year. 

Mike Lynn has been in the ''wars" a bit as he had a fall earlier this 
year which buckled one of his side rods and dislodged the coupling pin 
bush. The fitters at Royal Perth had him in shop while the misaligned 
components were trued and a reinforcing patch added. 

It's been a bit of a long haul back to the mainline again - however, 
Mike says that another trip to the workshops has removed the reinforcing 
and he is now running-in the somewhat firmly fitting motion work. 

Well Mike, we hope all your motions become easier, the binding ceases, 
and you are soon fully reciprocating. 

SOCIETI ACTIVITIES 

We have had numerous events of recent times. These have included:

Participark 
·Visit to the Mari time Musellm 
Visit to W.A. Model Engineers Society 
Carine Fair 
A.M.R.A. 

I didn't get along to many eventsJhowever those that did tell me that 
a good time was had by all and our Society gained good reports from all 
quarters. 

We also had a B.B.Q. and evening run at Balcatta in April which was 
enjoyed by all. 

There will be a shopping centre run coming up later this year. 

Thanks to all members who participated in the previous events, partic
ularly those that were revenue earning or public relations exercises. 

On a different tack, I have noticed that attendances at the last few 
general meetings have been down on previous numbers. Perhaps the cooler 
weather has a bearing or maybe there are other corrnnitments on tho~nights. 
Yet again, it could signify a lessening of interest because you are not 
happy with some aspect of the Society's operation. 
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If perchance the latter applies, then please don't keep it to yourself -
let us know what you see as a problem and what you think should be done 
about it. We don't nm a secret Society and your input is welcome, but 
we can't even begin to remedy situations if we don't know about them. 

Some of you may fe .el that you don I t want to speak up at a General Meet-
ing and I can quite tmderstand that at times! May I suggest that you adopt 
the alternative and take any mattet that niay concen1 you to an individual 
corrmittee man for discussion. 

I believe that we are all quite approachable and would welcome your thoughts. 
Your anonymity will be preserved if that is your wish. 111e Society is there 
for all of us to participate in and enjoy. Have your say! 

BJ\LCATIA SHE 

Have you had. a look lately? Things are happening. 

When i checked about four weeks ago, the ttmnel was pretty well complete with 
the exception of the roof. 11tls latter item is subject to negotiation with 
the BMX club as they have materials which will suit our purposes on offer. 
Earthworks were well advanced with regard to the fly-over-bridge together 
with associated structural masonry. Excavations for the steruning bays were 
well in hand. 

As you can well imagine, this has cost many thousands of dollars for contract 
work, and our bank balance has reduced accordingly; so there will be a necessity 
to continue with routine revenue earning activities irt the foreseeable future. 

Your c0!11Tlittee has looked at the question of track construction and at this 
point* we look like contracting the job,with some fabrication of components 
by members to reduce the overall cost. We anticipate a couple of working bees 
to achieve this result. More details will be available at a later stage. 

The City of Stirling has been approached to assist us with a financial grant. 
Due to oUt obvious intentions and efforts thus far, it appears that this 
question will be viet~ed favourably - most likely on a one for one basis. Out 
own on~ng fundraising efforts therefore assume great importance if we are to 
benefit from this most welcome gesture. 

As your are probably aware, the Conrnittee has taken the responsible step of 
arranging suitable fixed fire-fighting equipment on the site to protect both 
our interests ahd those of our neighbours. 1his equipment is expensive, and 
some of it would. appeal to the tmdesirable element that frequents our vfcinity. 
In this regard we will have to organise · ·a working bee · at the appropriate time, 
to lay and connect the copper pipes and all other easily "removed" items. 

We are concerned about security as some items have already disappeared. In 
this respect, if you take your otm tools to the site please ensure that you 
collett them before leaving, as our garden shed lockup is only designed to 
resist honest felons. 

' ... 



NOTES OF INTEREST 

Bob Burg~has spent the last year making a 1/6" scale model of the 
horizontal tnmk steam engine as used in the SS XAN11-l0. 

The engine is now complete and operates via an electric motor and cunningly 
concealed drive-train (hidden inside a thrust bearing - I seem to remember Bob 
doing something similar with the hand feed pump on his traction engine). 

It is a credit to Bob's research, perseverence and craftsmanship. The engine 
is destined for the i-taritime Musuem where, I understand, it will reside in a 
glass case and will be externally activated via a timed switch. 

Lindsay Adams has produced a run of bourdon tubes for miniature pressure 
gauges. I don't know how he did it, I went cross-eyed just looking at them. 
Also Lindsay tells me that the Society is to acquire a 240V coal crusher to 
plans that appeared in Model Engineer in 1987. Construction is being under
taken, I understand, by some students that will benefit enormously from 
the experience. 

Plan co1nd.Dg_ if you are looking for such a service, can be achieved by 
using the services of: -

MITECK, 
7 LOFIUS STREET, 
LEEDERVILLE . 

..llmg Baker says he has finally made his tank loco run properly. After all 
those problems with valve gears and than a complete change from Hackworth 
to Walschaerts, the difficulties persisted. 

Doug confessed all at the last G.M. It seems that the rough running - abnost 
. violent perhaps - was not caused by the valve gear at all. The problem was in 

the twin ram water ptnnp. It seems that his cu~ fitted balls did not have 
enough free movement and created havoc with fluid dynamics. 

Poor Doug! It has been a frustrating time. 

Speaking of balls, I was tht.nnbing through the latest newsletter from the 
Gauge 1 Association · (UK) and noticed that NITIULE rubber balls are now 
available in the UK in sizes from .125" to 1". The correspondent spoke 
highly of their capabilities to overcome all those leaky clack problems. 

Further details from:-

FOR SALE 

ALAN GIBSON, 
UNIT 1, COTENI-li\M BARN, 
PANXWORTI-1, 
NORFOLK NR13 6JG. 

Shell tellus 100 hydraulic oil - ideal for lathe gearboxes and general 
machinery lubrication. 

I purchased a 20 litre dnun (smallest available package) which is in 
excess of my needs. I offer surplus at cost which is §2.50 per litre. 

In addition I still hav@ a few conta i ners of Dromus 1-1 cut t 'r, g fl uid (water 
soluble if you wish - up to 40:1 mix). §2.50 per litre. Contact:-

Jllvl CRAWFORD 'Phone 275 6044 



LIBRARY NITTES 

For the benefit of newer members our Society is developing a collection 
of magazines and books into the beginnings of quite a reasonable library 
of reference. 

Members may borrow from the library provided they use the card cataloguing 
system to indicate the relevant details. 

Current stocks include back issues of Model Engineer and numerous books 
relating to various · aspects of "our" subject. 

New acquisitions include "Live Steam" magazine from 1974 to 1985. 111ese 
issues,for the benefit of those with a bent for logging locomotives, 
include construction series on a 3½G Shay, 3½G Heisler and most of a 
3}"G Climax. 

BOOK REVIEW 

I draw your attention to a U.S. publisher - Lindsay Publications of 
Bradley, Illinois. This organisation has a knar~ of uncovering very 
interesting books from over half a century ago (and more recent titles) 
relating to machine work, foundry work and all manner of crafts allied to 
our own interests. 

A perusal of their catalogue and some careful selection can give the 
readers a wealth of infonnation on how it was done in years gone by. 

Tuo recent titles include: -

1. MARrnE COPPERS--1I1HING 

Originally published in 1943 and reprinted in 1989, this 195 
page book deals extensively with copper craft aboard ships. 

Subjects covered include, coppenvorking tools, J\nnealing, 
tinning and solders, brazing (spelter), reducing pipes, tube bending -
up to some quite large diameters, templating and expansion joints. 

An easily read book providing a valuable insight to mainten 
ance work in a marine envirornnent. 

Cost U.S. §9.95 

2. MAO-UNE TOOL RECONDITIC!HNG 

A comprehensive "bible" of the procedures necessary to restore 
a given machine tool to pristine condition. The book has an extensive 
section dealing with the art of hand scraping - so essential to first 
class restoration - and is worth buying just for that alone. 

Other topics include - tools, oilstones, surface plates, marking out, 
levels, testing, frosting, alignments. There is also an eye opening coverage 
of the personal characteristics desirable in one who seeks to practice the 
art of scraping. 

A large book of some 500 pages (I didn't read them all), but 
certainly an in-depth study of this particular subject and I would think, 
a most useful addition to the engineering library. 

,., __ ...... , ,. ,... 

... 
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A catalogue of Lindsay's books, including Dave Gingery's series on 
building workshop machines from scrap, will soon be available in the 
Society library. 

That concludes this latest news letter. Don't forget that I am always 
in the market for interesting items to include in these pages, so if you 
have something in mind, then give me a call. 

Thanks to John Millman for this issue's contribution. 

STOP PRESS 

Your Committee thought that a Social event at the next routine meeting 
date would be a good idea. 

In this regard, it is planned to gather at Hillarys Beach Bistro for 
an evening smorgasbord. 

WHERE: 
WHEN: 
TIME: 
COST: 

PAYMENT: 

CONTACT: 

WORKSHOP NOTES 

HILLARYS MARINA, SORRENTO 
FRI DAY 10TH AUGUST,1990. 

6.00 - 9.00 P.M. 
§19.50 PER HEAD ·(INCLUDES TEA & COFFEE) 
Other beverages are additional) 
CASH OR CREDIT CARD ONLY 

LINDSAY ADAMS ON 447 4646 
R.S.V.P. BY MONDAY 6 TH AUG. IF YOU 
& YOUR PARTNER CAN ATTEND 

Have you discovered the benefits of paper towelling in the machine shop? 
Apart from hand cleaning, they are excellent for absorbing oil that has 
dripped from the lathe during use - leaves very little to clean up. 

I use one layer on the drip tray between the lathe raising blocks and 
another layer beneath the headstock gears. Quite a lot of swarf will 
land here as well and it certainly helps with cleaning. 

Speaking of swarf, there have been many designs for swarf trays over the 
years, but I use the tmvelling once again laid out across the machined 
surfaces and held in place with Eclipse magnets. This way, a minimum 
of grot, particularly cast iron/oil dust, gets between mating surfaces. 

If the job in hand involves cutting fluid, then you could use some of 
Mum's aluminium foil from the kitchen instead of paper towels and then 
it wont .all fall apart in a soggy heap. 

CONTROLLING INTEREST 

During our Sunday run at this year's Australian Model Railway Assn. 
exhibition, Vice President Doug Baker was carting heaps of kids along the 
portable track with "Lord Forrest" suitably adorned with a Thomas the 
Tank Engine type face. The driver was, of course, resplendent in the 
usual top-hat which has become a bit of a Baker trade mark, so to speak. 
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Time crone for a driver change and Doug left the engine to join Bill 
Marshall in rallying up some more customers in the usual lively (and 
noisy) manner. 

One young lad, almost overcome by the sight of sterun engines with 
faces, looked at Doug waving his anns about (and still wearing said 
hat), turned to his parent and remarked for all the hear:-

"Murrnrry, Mt..mnny look, that man is the Fat Controller!! ! ! " 

URGENT Rflvt!NDER 

The Corrnnitte understands that tJ1ere are still some outstanding Society 
Subscriptions for the current year. 

I remind those concerned that fees were due prior to the AGM, 
you plan to continue with membership, please ensure that the 
(or any Corrnnittee member) receives your remittanG! promptly. 
year is §35.00. 

FRCM 1HE PEN OF JCHN MILLMAN 

A PERSONALI'IY CLASH 

and if 
Treasurer 
TI1e fee this 

Of my approximate 15 years as a Fireman, I can honestly say I enjoyed 
these years and the somewhat hard and dirty work that it involved, perhaps 
with the exception of a period of approximately 16 months in which time I 
had the misfortune to work alongside a particular Driver. Perhaps it's not 
fitting that I should put his nrune in print, so for this episode I shall 
call him ''Mick". . 

As Drivers and Firemen were promoted through the "Links" (a "Link" being a 
group of Enginemen to perform particular work), it was customary for a new 
Driver to the "Link" to be placed alongside the most senior Fireman of that 
group, the idea being, that the Fireman had several years experience of that 
particular work, and the "Roads" over which it would take them, so being •a 
help to the new Driver. 

So under this arrangement I had the misfortune to score ''Mick", he was a man 
in his late fifties, solidly built and was the most unsociable person I ever 
had the misfortune to come by, and to add to tJ1is, his capabilities of 
handling an Express Engine was nothing short of being pathetic. 

After a very short period of time, it was very obvious I had to look out 
for both of us, as he was capable of the most unpredictable acts on the 
Footplate, but if I ventured an opinion of h?W either Io: other people 
would do a particular task, I would be told 1n no_t.n:certa1n mann~r that 
he was the Driver and he was in charge, and my op1mon and experience of 
this particular type of work counted for nothing. 

, . 



We had several "Jobs" working Express Passenger Trains between Birmingham 
and London (Paddington) and return which were entrusted to either "Castle" 
and "King" Locomotives, a hard days work for any Fireman under normal con
ditions, but with Mick it was a nightmare, he thrashed the Engine there and 
back, often resulting in very close calls either caused by shortage of 
steam or worse, shortage of water. I'm sure he used at least 50% more of 
each commodity than any other Driver, not to mention a much higher 
consumption of coal. (Which I had to shovel). 

I think it was at this time, that I contemplated handing in my resigna
tion, but my name came up for examination as Driver, so with the thought 
of better times to come, I soldiered on. 

One night we were booked to work an Express Train from Birmingham to 
Reading, calling at Leamington Spa, Banbury and Oxford. Our steed this 
night was a "Castle" type locomotive, and as usual we set off from 
Birmingham in a shower of sparks and thuderous exhaust beats in the dir
ection of Leamington. We picked up water at Rowington Troughs at approx
imately 80 mph and our speed increased down Hatton Bank to arrive in 
Leamington Station several minutes early with both me and the boiler the 
worst for wear. 

After recuperation we once again stormed off into the night up the 
rising gradient towards Bunbury. This performance was repeated until 
we finally arrived in Reading Station, both boiler and myself completely 
exhausted, and the thought of having the return trip ahead of me. 

After having relief by a London Crew, who were not impressed by the state 
of the boiler, the lack of water and coal together with the attitude 
afforded by Mick, we started our walk to Reading Loco Shed to take charge 
of our Loco for return working, which by the way, was an Express Freight 
calling at Bunbury only. 

Suddenly Mick started to talk to me, which apart from an occasional grunt, 
was the first communication to pass between us, since leaving Birmingham, 
but now he wanted to know if I had knowledge of the Road Off-Shed and into 
the Sidings, as he was unfamiliar. I told him I was "alright" but was 
surprised he should want help or guidance from me as on several occasions 
(as mentioned earlier) he told me he was in charge, I was only the Fire
man. This somewhat upset Mick, and after leaving Reading Loco Shed and 
backing onto our train in West Sidings, he said he would find out just 
how much of a Fireman I was. 

Our steed was g "Hall" class loco and our load was heavy, we slowly pulled 
down the "Goods Line" to Scours Lane, where we were "turned out" onto the 
Main Line and as predicted, all hell let loose! Mick shoved the Regulator 
wide open and with the Engine in almost full front gear the noise was · 
terrific. 

This continued for a short while, but for a short while only, as the 
fire was being ripped to pieces, the water was falling in the glass, even 
with the injector on, it was obvious we couldn't go far like this. The 
last exhaust beat crawled out of the Ttmnel at Pangbourne, a stones throw 
from Reading, and as you can imagine, a frightful row took place between 
Mick and I. 

I won't go into all exact details, but eventually an Engine was sent 
out from Reading, placed on the front of us, to drag both us and the train 
to Didcot, where we were met by the Shed Foreman, and after details of the 
incident were recorded, a fresh loco provided, we continued our somewhat 
strained journey back to Birmingham. 
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This state of affairs contihued between Mick and myself, but not too long 
afterwards, he was tetrtaveci frctn the ''Link" artd placed on Diesel work (Local 
Passenger Traihs)' of course having no Fireman, a situation I thought was 
best fot al1 tohcemed. 

The Driver to teplace Mick was one Hatty Mason. both a gentleman and 
Engineman. a mart t'lho is llhfortunately dead now, but a man I hold in very 
high regard; his tnatmers, outlook on life and the way in which he handled a 
locotnotive, were exemplary; and !tt these latter days of my Firing Career a 
man on which 11ike to think I tncx1e11ed my handling of a locomotive. 

It was at this time that I travelled to Swindon to take my examination for 
Driver; a somewhat nerve wracking experience, as I was seated in front of the 
Slide Valve Engine, thert the Pistoh Valve Loco and finally the Four Cylinder 
Loco'st this was thert follow-eel by an examination of Company Rule and 
Regulations. 

Aftet a1-11nu.x:1mateiy two hours of this questioning and sevetal cups of tea 
( to ca.lnt the nerves) ; it Mis rum.ounc:~ci that I had passed, and would therefore 
return to nty Depot to awa.i t ~ vacancy as a Dri vet. · 

I continued to work aiongside Harry on Express work for several months more, 
and then was called upon to perfonn Driving futi~s in the absence of Drivers 
who were on Holidays, Sickleave etc.; until eventually being promoted 
permanently. 

This was perhaps one of the best periods of my Fooq>1A.te career, as the 
variety of work was terrific. As I tep1aced Drivers, for reasons 
mentioned earlier, my work took me from one extreme to another,either on a 
weekly ot daily basis. It was good. to work as Driver on a Freight Train 
from Binningham to Gloucester and return with a Fireman of similar age to 
myself. or have the responsibility of instructing a young man early in his 
career. 

i:/JAk ~~, 

~-a~~: 


